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Financial  Success In  Ret i rem ent
Six Questions to Develop a Framework for 

Funding Your Golden Years

Many of Birchcreek Wealth Management?s client families are preparing for 
retirement, or are already in various stages of their golden years. While each 
client?s definition of a successful retirement is different, each involves protecting 
themselves from financial insecurity. 

This whitepaper takes an approachable look at retirement preparedness today 
and the questions you should be asking yourself when planning for those years 
intended to focus on family, health, and simply enjoying life.

By Dan Johnson

Dan Johnson, CFP ®, is President & CEO and Wealth Advisor at Birchcreek Wealth Management, LLC, a fee-only 
registered investment advisor in Dayton, Ohio. He is a Business Finance graduate of the University of Florida and 
founded Birchcreek to serve families as a steward of their financial lives in a structure ensuring their interests are always 
placed first. Dan resides in Centerville, Ohio, with his wife Katie, and their three daughters Kasey, Julia, and Mara.
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According to financial guru and former Wall Street Journal personal finance columnist Jonathan Clements, 

?Retirement is like a long vacation in Las Vegas. The goal is to enjoy it to the fullest, but not so fully that you run out 

of money.? 

That last part is essential. Running out of money is one of the biggest fears of an entire generation entering their 

retirement years. A study carried out by life insurance giant Allianz found 60% of baby boomers surveyed feared 
outliving their money more than they feared death.1 Evidently, for some, this fear is not unfounded. According to a 

2019 Gallup survey, only around 25% of those polled felt they were saving enough for retirement.2 The study 

references how fewer retirees have a traditional pension from a former employer and many have insufficient 

savings. These problems have pushed retirement age later than expected for some. However, for many, it leads to 

being underprepared when forced into retirement earlier than planned. In most cases, these forced early 

retirements are due to unexpected health care needs for themselves or family members.3

Speaking of significant sources of income in retirement, the Gallup poll referenced above showed most retirees 

polled (57%) rely on Social Security as a major source of income. In comparison, fewer non-retirees (33%) expect to 

rely on it as a major source. The Social Security Administration states current retirement benefits only replace about 

40 percent of an average wage earner?s income after retiring. The replacement percentage drops to 27 percent for 

those considered high earners.4 

The responsibility to save and prudently manage a significant bucket of savings has never been greater than it is 
today. We must take it upon ourselves to bridge the gap between our fixed sources of income and the level we need 
to fund our lifestyles. Just as with lunch, there is no free retirement. 

The following may leave you with more questions than answers but being able to live this stage of your life to the 

fullest is too important not to ask them of yourself.

Introduction: Why not just live for today?

There are addi t ional  f inancial  considerat ions

- How long do you need to fund retirement? 

- Are you taking on too much market risk in hopes of higher returns ? because you want to level-up 

your lifestyle, or perhaps because you under-saved? 

- Are you taking too litt le market risk, dwindling your chance of keeping up with inflation? 

- What protections or plans do you have in place for an unexpected medical event ? for yourself or a 

loved one? 

- What are the financial tradeoffs when providing support for aging parents, adult children, or 

grandchildren?

- How do you deal with the mental shift from save, save, save, to spending down the nest egg to 

replace your absent paychecks?
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There are necessary, fundamental steps to begin the process of planning for a financially 
successful retirement.

Take time to inventory your financial assets and debts. A net worth statement, i.e. your 
personal balance sheet, is the starting point for your plan. 

Asset s: What do you own that has financial value? Your home, cash and savings 
accounts, retirement and brokerage accounts, other real estate, for example. 

Many will be easy to assign a value. A recent account statement or online snapshot will 
do. Others may be a litt le tougher. Do you look at real estate website estimates or have a 
formal appraisal on real estate? For business ownership, how are you valuing your 
equity? A simple formula or formal valuation? Be sure to remember those old, orphaned 
401ks from previous employers, cash value of life insurance policies, and health savings 
accounts (HSAs).

Liabil i t ies: What do you owe? Are you holding a mortgage on your current home or 
other real estate? What about a home equity line of credit, or HELOC? Did you take out 
student loans, car loans, or loans for your privately held business? Carrying credit card 
balances? Other unsecured debt? All in the liabilit ies bucket.

Net  Wor t h: Subtract your liabilit ies from your assets and, voilà, this is your personal 
net worth. 

You now have a point in time snapshot of your financial picture ? how does it feel? Is it 
higher or lower than you expected? Is it negative? (You have some work to do.) It is surprising 
how many clients we initially engage with that have not gone through this simple yet 
essential exercise.

Where are you now ?

Quest ion #1

It is tough to draw a map of how to get to where you want to be 
if you are unclear where you are starting.  

Want to perform a sobering exercise? Grab your social security statement 
at www.ssa.gov and flip to ?Your Earnings Record? (it is a good habit to 

check this annually for accuracy). Add up all those years of earnings and 
compare it to your net worth. Guess that is why they say, ?it?s not how 

much you make, it?s how much you keep?!
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Now how about your income and expenses? 

Incom e: What are your current sources of income? Inventory salary, bonus, and 
business income if you are still working. Already retired? Any pension or social security 
benefits? Income streams from annuities, deferred compensation, or notes held? Do you 
have income from rental properties owned individually, in partnership, or otherwise? 
How about more uncommon income, such as royalties, mineral rights, or installment 
sales? Add them all up ? noting if and when you expect any to stop or start.

Expenses: Do you know how much your household spends? If so, congratulations! A 
Gallup Poll in 2013 showed two-thirds of Americans do not track their expenses every 
month.5 Pull those detailed online spending reports or grab paper and pencil to tally up 
all the tax bills, mortgage, utilit ies, entertainment, charitable giving, etc.

Find the difference between your income and your expenses. Is there a surplus? Deficit? 
What are you doing with the difference? Are you saving surpluses effectively and eliminating 
deficits? 

These exercises will be foundational in answering the next question.

Give our office a call or email for a copy of our Birchcreek Financial Inventory 
Questionnaire ? a step-by-step guide to gathering your asset and liability 

information, along with other financial components of your life.
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Is it realistic? Is it detailed and measured, or just a guess? According to a 2018 
Gallup poll, only 20% of non-retired investors have addressed the question of 
how much they will need annually.6 It may not be as much as your pre-retirement 
income, or even close. It may be more ? European cruises or taking the grandkids 
to Disney World are often more expensive than time spent in the office! 

Have you budgeted for health care expenses in retirement? It would be wise to 
consider current or expected health factors, including potential long-term care 
needs and family history. According to a Fidelity Benefits Estimate in 2019, the 
average couple may need $285,000 in today?s dollars for medical expenses in 
retirement.7 Retiring before age 65? Where will you secure health care insurance 
? and what have you budgeted for the cost?

Let?s look at taxes: Many fixed sources of income require income tax to be paid ? 
such as pensions, withdrawals from pretax IRAs, and up to 85% of your Social 
Security retirement benefits (if you bring in over a modest level of income). 
Dividend and interest income is generally taxable, as well as realized capital gains 
from your investments.

Many retirees aspire to travel, take up a hobby, support passion projects, or get 
involved in non-profit organizations in retirement. These activities often require 
money - as do dining out more, joining clubs, buying vacation homes, renting a 
ski chalet in Aspen, or kicking back with a Pina Colada on a Caribbean beach. 

Think about those liabilit ies you tallied up. For many investors, it is important to 
go into their retirement years debt-free. We think a lot about the trade-offs 
around the age-old dilemma of paying down debt vs. investing. In retirement, 
there is even more weight to be put on managing cash flow. Consider current 
interest rates. In the current low-rate environment, it is possible to refinance a 
15-year home mortgage around 3%. Could you return higher than that in the 
market? Probably. Guaranteed? Nope. This is a dilemma best addressed with an 
in-depth look at your personal situation and risk tolerance. Paying off debt is on 
the more conservative end of the spectrum. Investing is on the more aggressive 
end. You will have to weigh your best course of action, but consider this: I have 
never had a client regret going into retirement debt-free.

Time to find the difference between your income goal and fixed sources of 
income to find your gap.

How  m uch do you need t o f und your  l i f est y le?

Quest ion #2

Do you know what you need in income to live your definition of 
a comfortable retirement?

"According to a 
Fidelity Benefits 
Estimate in 2019, 
the average couple 
may need 
$285,000 in today?s 
dollars for medical 
expenses in 
retirement.7 "
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The difference between your income goal and fixed sources of 
income will determine your retirement gap ? a handy, albeit 
over-simplified, method of determining the amount you will need 
to supplement from savings. The following are a few examples of 
how to visualize your gap.

Keep in mind which sources of income are taxable. Our examples 
assume you have accounted for that in your goal amount. 

Now t he big quest ion  ? how are you planning to fill the gap?

There is enough research and debate around the topic of ?safe 
withdrawal rates? to be an entire library on its own. Your 
withdrawal rate will need to take into account your propensity for 
risk in your investments, current financial standing, and what, if 
any, legacy goals you have. For the below examples, we assume 
you are comfortable drawing down 4% of your first-year nest egg 
balance and adjusting for inflation each year, known as ?The 4% 
Rule?.8

Have a gap of $28,000? Divide it by your withdrawal rate (0.04). 
You will need a portfolio of $700,000 in this example.

A few more examples at a 4% withdrawal rate:

Keep in mind, for the withdrawal rate to have worked in the past, 
it assumed a balanced portfolio of 50% stocks and 50% bonds.

Next, we will look at how to structure your portfolio.

What  is your  ret i rem ent  incom e gap?

Quest ion #3

If you are struggling to put a budget around taxes, discuss 
with your tax advisor or contact our office for a current year 
Birchcreek Tax Planning Reference Guide.

If  your  gap is... Por t fol io Needed

$14,000 $350,000

$24,000 $600,000

$65,000 $1,625,000

$103,000 $2,575,000

$275,000 $6,875,000
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It can be helpful to think about your portfolio in buckets based on your timeline. Ensuring 
the closest bucket is ?full? can provide comfort and the ability to weather the storm if volatile 
markets hit or the economy struggles in the short term. As you use the funds in the 
short-term bucket, you can use the income and growth from later buckets to refill. 

Observe each bucket through a lens of risk management. When you zoom out, the overall 
allocation of assets should match your tolerance for volatility ? those inevitable ups and 
downs. The most significant risk in the near-term? Market or economic swings. The most 
significant threat the long-term? Inflation.

Shor t -t erm  buck et :

Timeframe 2-3 years ? We have seen our share of instances where ?life happens,? and 
retirees have large, unexpected out-of-pocket expenses or experience volatile markets in 
the early years of their retirement. Having debts paid and plenty of cash certainly comes 
in handy. Consider having 6-12 months worth of your retirement goal set aside in liquid 
cash or cash equivalents. Additionally, consider a CD, treasury, or high-quality municipal 
bond ladder to cover the rest of this short-term bucket. 

This approach will allow you to address general cash flow or even one-off emergency 
spending without adding to debt or selling financial assets at depressed prices. It is 
prudent to prepare for the inevitable speed bumps.

Mid-t erm  buck et :

Timeframe 3-8 years ? Once the short-term bucket is safe and secure, there is time to 
absorb a bit more risk in exchange for a bit more return potential. The mid-term bucket 
can be the right place for a relatively conservative balance of bonds and high-quality, 
dividend-paying stocks. 

You will not want to go too heavy on the risk in this bucket. You would not want a market 
downturn or recession to put your 3- to 8-year savings in jeopardy. Think incrementally 
longer-term bonds ? perhaps treasuries, corporates, treasury-inflation protected 
securities (TIPs), and municipals ? either held individually or through funds (a basket of 
bonds either actively managed or through low-cost, tax-efficient indexed funds/ETFs). 
Some will be comfortable adding relatively conservative stocks ? large, established 
companies with high-quality balance sheets paying dividends out of ample cash flow.

How  should you st r uct ure your  sav ings por t f ol io?

Quest ion #4

Note: a ladder is simply the purchasing of periodic maturities to create a schedule of 
redemptions that allow you to either use the proceeds or add to the highest ?rung? of 
the ladder. Example: 3-mo, 6-mo, 9-mo, 12-mo, 15-mo, 18-mo, 21-mo, 24-mo maturities 
of CDs. When the first CD matures (3-mo), those remaining have three fewer months 
until their maturities. The 6-mo is now your 3-mo, 9-mo your 6-mo, and so forth. You 
simply add a new 24-mo rung and continue the ladder.
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Sam ple asset  allocat ion t arget : m oderat e r isk  t olerance

Passive vs. Act ive

When it comes to filling your buckets with stock and bond investments, you will most likely find 
it is easiest to achieve diversification (putting your eggs into different baskets) by using funds. 

Mutual funds and Exchange-Traded Funds are simply bundles of the underlying positions (e.g., 
individual stocks, bonds, cash, blend of those, etc.). There are two distinct approaches to the 
management of the underlying holdings - Active and Passive. 

With Active management, a team of professionals attempts to outperform a benchmark 
(such as the S&P 500) by picking prospective ?winners.? The managers will go to great lengths 
to research the underlying fund holdings and study broader economic conditions impacting 
the types of assets or stocks they are selecting. 

Or, for a much lower cost, a simple index, or screened criteria, of the securities through 
Passive investing. For example, a fund can simply spread holdings across the companies 
that make up the S&P 500 as close as possible to the actual underlying index. (Note: there is 
no way to invest directly in an index ? passive ?indexed? funds and ETFs are the easiest, most 
straightforward way to get very close). 

Studies have shown low-cost passive strategies have outperformed most of their active category 
peers, regardless of how smart the active team is. This is due to research costs, increased 
trading, tax implications, etc. weighing the active portfolio down.9 

Long-t erm  buck et :

Timeframe 8+ years ? The more time before you plan to use a bucket of your savings, the 
more inflation can erode your purchasing power. History has shown the most reliable 
asset class to protect against the rising costs of goods and services over a long period 
(8-10 years+) has been stock. 

Your long-term bucket should have a healthy allocation to this asset class to provide the 
potential for growth and, in many cases, provide dividend income from the cash flow 
activities of the companies. The most effective way to invest in stock is in low-cost, 
?passive? indexed funds and ETFs, or, if the size of a portfolio allows, a diversified 
portfolio of individual stocks (at least 30-40 holdings spread across all sectors of the 
economy).

Many investors include additional asset classes to diversify their portfolio further. These 
can consist of commodities, precious metals (gold, etc.), real estate, private equity, etc.
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Whether you are still preparing for or currently in retirement ? there may be steps you can take 
to improve your current financial condition.

Pre-ret irem ent :

Review your savings strategy. The first step is to analyze what tax-advantaged vehicles you 
have at your disposal. Are you taking full advantage of any matching contributions through 
your employer or small business retirement accounts? Although not deductible for 
everyone, you can contribute to Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs) if you have earned 
income. 

Over age 50? Remember to take advantage of ?catch-up? contributions on accounts such as 
401ks, IRAs, and HSAs. While saving, it is important to automate contributions whenever 
possible ?payroll deduction or automatic transfers from your checking account can make 
this very easy to do. Automation creates regular deposits and investment within your 
portfolio and can even have investment benefits through dollar-cost-averaging.

There are additional considerations as a business owner. Review your unique savings 
vehicles such as Solo 401ks, SEPs, Profit Sharing formulas, and defined benefit overlay 
plans, where applicable. Have you planned an exit strategy for your business? There are 
many tax and legal considerations. What about a contingency plan if you are forced into 
retirement sooner than expected? Remember, a health care event can disrupt even the 
best-laid plans.

When you are tapped out on tax-advantaged retirement accounts, you can prudently add 
excess savings to vehicles such as brokerage accounts, real estate, and, in limited 
circumstances, insurance.

How  can you im prove your  cur rent  posi t ion?

Quest ion #5

The order of importance in determining the next best use of an incremental dollar  
of savings varies for everyone, but here is a typical ideal structure: 

1. Contribute to your employer-sponsored plan up to the full match 
2. Fill your emergency fund (cash covering 3-6 months of expenses)
3. Pay down any high-interest debt you carry
4. Contribute max to a Roth or Traditional IRA10 

5. Return to employer-sponsored plan and maximize contribution (If   self-employed with no 
employees, maximize a Solo 401k or SEP IRA)

6. Find a balance between paying down any low-interest debt you carry and contributing to a 
brokerage account utilizing tax-efficient strategies such as low-cost indexed funds/ETFs 
(low turnover leads to control over capital gains) and federal tax-free municipal bonds11
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In ret irem ent :

It can be challenging to shift your mindset from saving to spending your nest egg. Having a 
plan in place helps track and manage your financial trajectory. Have you reassessed the risk in 
your investment portfolio? Is your short-term cash reserves bucket full? 

What sources of income will you have in retirement? Include both the fixed sources of income 
we discussed prior (such as social security and pension) as well as variable or short-term 
income (such as part-time work in retirement, consulting, or the installment sale of a 
business). How can you improve or increase those sources without infringing on your ideal 
lifestyle? 

Consider revisiting your portfolio holdings to focus more on income-producing investments, 
where appropriate. Can you focus more on dividend-paying stocks or increasing the yield on 
your bond and cash holdings? Are you simply using treasuries, or have you considered 
corporate, TIPS, or even international bonds? Would it be prudent to include real estate 
investments through liquid real estate investment trusts (REITs)?

Put some time into tracking and managing your expenses. Are you adequately insured against 
a significant financial loss such as home/property damage or a major health care expense? 

Are you focusing on health and wellness to minimize potential health care risks, not to 
mention potentially enjoy a longer and more active retirement? Regular exercise can not only 
help you achieve physical and financial well-being, but also improve mental wellness and 
mood.12

Lastly, resist throwing in the towel on your well laid out plan during times of market volatility 
or economic recession. Remember the bucket approach. The mid- and long-term buckets are 
structured to remain invested and have time to recover from the inevitable short-term swings 
in relatively riskier asset classes such as stocks. 

"Resist throwing in the towel on 
your well laid out plan during 
times of market volatility or 

economic recession."
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Maybe you have made it this far and know that you: 

- are more than capable and attentive enough to see all of the above through 
- have the time and interest to manage it yourself
- have documented your approach thoroughly 
- structured your assets to seamlessly pass to your loved ones

On the other hand, you may feel more comfortable hiring a professional to help put the 
pieces of the puzzle together (or affirm your already drafted plans) and provide regular 
monitoring along the way. 

As a financial planner, I clearly have a bias on how individuals should approach this question. 
However, having seen the impact a good advisor can have, it is compelling for everyone to at 
least consider this type of partnership.

Considerat ions w hen in t er v iew ing f inancial  planners: 

Look for a ?fee-only? planner. This is one that does not accept commissions or kickbacks 
from investment or insurance products. It mitigates a significant conflict of interest 
inherent in the financial services industry. Can a product salesperson honestly give 
objective advice if he or she is paid variable compensation based on what type of 
security they sell and how often? It is essential to understand upfront what the services 
are and what they cost. Transparency is key.

As an individual or team you will interact  with regular ly, is it  a good personality f it? 
Are you comfortable sharing all your personal information with the advisor? Do they put 
your mind at ease and ask intelligent questions? Check their background and experience. 
Have they been in the industry long enough to advise clients through a bear market? It 
would be wise to ensure they still have enough years left in their career to see your 
retirement plan through and help your heirs when you ?check out.? (As a mentor of mine 
would say, ?I have never seen a hearse with a U-haul!?) Do they have an appropriate level of 
formal education? Is their planning focused on your goals and objectives, or do they only 
highlight specific investments or returns?

Ask the advisor about  their  process. What are some examples of how it has worked for 
other clients? Do they work with other clients that have a similar situation to yours? What 
is their average client household balance, occupation, age, and geographic location? If 
you are a business owner, in a specialized profession, are charitably inclined, or have a 
complicated tax situation ? it is even more critical to ensure the advisor is well versed in 
serving clients like you.

Should you h i re a professional  t eam  t o help?

Quest ion #6
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What  is this prospect ive advisor?s investment  philosophy? What types of products does he or she use 
to build client portfolios? Why? What are the additional costs for the products he or she recommends? It 
is important to understand how changes will occur going forward: as time progresses, for periodic 
rebalancing, or triggered by changes in your financial situation.

Where will your savings and investments be held? Is the firm independent, having an arm?s length 
relationship with the custodian holding your assets? Why did they choose where they call home for 
client accounts? Is there enough scale to provide the level of safety and security you require?

What  technology does the advisor employ? How will your financial planning and investment reports 
look? Do they use software to track and model the amount of risk you are taking in your portfolio? Are 
you able to monitor your net worth and goal funding projections utilizing their online tools?

These questions and more are prudent to building comfort with and potentially hiring a financial advisory 
team. The primary question to ask: Will outsourcing your financial planning and investment management 
allow you to focus on family, health, and simply enjoying life?

"Will outsourcing your financial planning 
and investment management allow you 
to focus on family, health, and simply 

enjoying life?"
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At Birchcreek, we serve families as a steward of their financial lives. We draw on expertise and 
experience to help clients establish a road map to meet their financial aspirations. We enjoy 
walking them through a process that results in relief from the stress and time commitment of 
financial planning and managing investments on their own.

To show our commitment to putting clients first, Birchcreek was founded to serve as a fiduciary 
in 100% of client interactions. We are an independent, ?fee-only? registered investment advisor 
(RIA). Operating as a fiduciary legally and ethically requires us to put your interests ahead of our 
own, and to act with prudence and loyalty. At Birchcreek, we never accept a commission or 
kickback from investment or insurance products. We only generate revenue through the 
predetermined, fully transparent advisory fee rate agreed upon in advance.

The above leads t o:

The technology solutions we provide enable you to easily relate the portfolio we are employing 
to the goals and objectives you have for your money. Tracking of your net worth, 
projected/current retirement income, and funding status of various financial goals is easily 
accessible and reviewed with you periodically.

Birchcreek is directly regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission (?SEC?), an 
independent federal government agency responsible for protecting investors. To maintain our 
stance as independent and objective, we advise clients on assets that reside with trusted, highly 
vetted custodian partners.

About Birchcreek Wealth Management

Visit our website for more valuable resources, information about our 
services, or to request a complimentary consultation. 

www.BirchcreekWealt h.com

- lower overall costs
- a streamlined client experience 

through reduced paperwork 
and legal jargon

- mitigated conflicts of interest
- broader availability of securities 

and funds
- the highest level of transparency 

around what you are paying

Birchcreek Wealth Management, LLC is a registered investment advisor. 
Please visit www.BirchcreekWealth.com/CRS for important information about our firm, services, and advisors.
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Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards, Inc. (CFP Board) owns the CFP® certification mark, the CERTIFIED FINANCIAL 
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"Birchcreek was founded to serve as a 
fiduciary in 100% of client interactions "
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